
 

 

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

MERRIMACK, SS SUPERIOR COURT 

Docket No.  217-2003-EQ-00106 

In the Matter of the Liquidation of 

The Home Insurance Company 

 

LIQUIDATOR’S EIGHTIETH  REPORT 

I, Christopher R. Nicolopoulos, Insurance Commissioner of the State of New 

Hampshire, as Liquidator (“Liquidator”) of The Home Insurance Company (“Home”), 

hereby submit this Eightieth  Report on the liquidation of Home, as of March 10, 2021 in 

accordance with RSA 402-C:25 and the Order Concerning Liquidator’s Reports issued 

January 19, 2005.  

The Home Insurance Company 

1. Home’s background.  Home, domiciled in New Hampshire, was declared 

insolvent on June 11, 2003, and is one of the largest property-casualty insurer insolvencies 

in United States history.  The Company and its predecessors began operations in 1853.  

The Court entered the operative Order of Liquidation on June 13, 2003.  The Liquidator 

has created a stand-alone liquidation operation which presently consists of 31 full and part 

time employees with offices in New York City (Home’s former corporate headquarters) 

and Bedford, New Hampshire.  From the start in 2003, the Liquidator has been engaged in 

marshalling assets, principally reinsurance, and determining claims. 

In light of the coronavirus outbreak and applicable orders, liquidation staff have 

been working remotely and communicating principally by email and telephone.  Despite 

this shift, liquidation operations have continued without interruption. 
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2. Home’s assets. Home’s unrestricted liquid assets as of December 31, 2020 

total approximately $789 million as set forth on the December 31, 2020 financial statement 

attached as Exhibit A.  This figure does not include the $658 million of net interim 

distributions paid to non-guaranty association claimants on allowed Class II claims or the 

net $256 million paid to insurance guaranty associations in early access distributions 

through December 31, 2020.  These amounts are discussed in greater detail below.  As of 

December 31, 2020, the Liquidator has marshalled approximately $1.77 billion in assets 

net of the expenses of the liquidation and Class I distributions.  This total includes the 

interim distribution amounts paid to non-guaranty association claimants, the early access 

distribution amounts paid to guaranty associations, and special deposits held by states.   

3. Coordination with guaranty associations.  The Liquidator works closely with 

the state insurance guaranty associations established in every state to handle and pay 

certain claims under policies issued by insolvent insurers subject to statutory limitations as 

provided in the associations’ respective statutes.  See, e.g., RSA 404-B.  The New 

Hampshire Insurers Rehabilitation and Liquidation Act (“Act”) provides for so-called 

“early access” distribution to guaranty associations.  See RSA 402-C:29, III.  Through 

March 1, 2021, the Liquidator has made, with the Court’s approval, early access net 

distributions totaling $256 million.  (See Section 12 below.)  

As a condition for receiving early access distributions, the guaranty associations 

entered into “claw back” agreements with the Liquidator requiring the return of any 

amounts advanced that exceed the eventual distribution percentage for their creditor class. 

In accordance with paragraph 4 of the Orders approving the interim distributions, a portion 

of early access distributions have become permanent and are no longer subject to claw back 

by the Liquidator.  The Liquidator has calculated the amount of early access distributions 
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no longer subject to claw back to date, and has sent letters to the affected guaranty 

associations to apprise them of the amount of the early access distribution which is now 

deemed to be permanent.  The Liquidator has also sent letters to those guaranty 

associations which have received reimbursement from special deposits in excess of the 

interim distribution percentage to advise them that previously paid early access 

distributions will not become permanent.  (See Section 12 below.) 

4. Proofs of claim.  The claim filing deadline in the Home liquidation was 

June 13, 2004.  The Liquidator received seven new proofs of claim between the last 

Liquidator’s report and March 1, 2021.  The proofs of claim submitted now total 20,841.  

The proof of claim count includes as a single proof of claim (a) multiple proofs received 

from a claimant that appear to assert the same claim, and (b) claims filed on behalf of mass 

tort claimants against a single insured.  It is difficult to summarize the proofs of claim in 

advance of the claim determination process because (a) those proofs of claim that quantify 

the claim may be overstated or understated, (b) most proofs of claim do not quantify the 

amount claimed, and (c) an individual proof of claim may involve many different claims 

and claimants.  

5. Claim amendment deadline motion.  The Liquidator has concluded that to 

move this proceeding toward closure and protect the interests of the creditors with allowed 

Class II claims it is now necessary to establish a deadline by which claimants with open 

proofs of claim must finally amend their claims.  The Liquidator accordingly filed a 

Motion for Approval of Claim Amendment Deadline (“Motion”) on August 1, 2019 

seeking to establish a deadline for the amendment of claims.  As described in that motion, 

claims filed after the claim amendment deadline and potential claims (claims that cannot be 

specifically identified by the deadline) will be barred if the Motion is granted.  
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By the order of notice dated August 19, 2019, the Court set a November 18, 2019 

deadline for filing objections to the Motion.  The Liquidator gave notice in accordance with 

the order of notice.  Twelve objections were timely filed, and a late objection was filed 

December 24, 2019.  The Liquidator submitted filings responding to the objections on 

December 13, 2019 and December 30, 2019.  Three objections, those of U.S. Steel 

Corporation, MW Custom Papers LLC, and Johnson & Johnson have been withdrawn. 

By Order dated February 28, 2020, the Court gave those who had already submitted 

objections until April 1, 2020 to file further memoranda and the Liquidator until May 1, 

2020 to file a response.  Certain objectors submitted additional filings, and on April 30, 

2020, the Liquidator filed his response, which also summarized the status of all objections.   

The Court originally scheduled a hearing on the Motion for June 23, 2020.  However, by 

order dated May 27, 2020, the Court continued the hearing to be rescheduled as the docket 

allows after September 1, 2020.  On September 11, 2020, the Liquidator filed a motion to 

schedule the hearing by videoconference.  On October 8, 2020, the Court granted the 

Liquidator’s motion and scheduled the videoconference hearing for December 11, 2020. 

The Court held the videoconference on the Motion on December 11, 2020, and took 

the Motion under advisement. Thereafter, the Court issued orders approving a Claim 

Amendment Deadline dated January 28, 2021 under a Clerk’s Notice dated February 1, 

2021 (“CAD Orders”).  On February 11, 2021, two objectors, Zurich Insurance Company, 

German Branch, and Württembergische Versicherung, filed motions to reconsider and to 

stay the CAD Orders.  Two other objectors, Resolute and Nationwide, have filed motions 

to join in these filings. The Liquidator filed his responses to the motion to stay and the 

motion to reconsider on February 17, 2021 and February 19, 2021, respectively.  On 

March 4, 2021, Zurich and Württembergische filed a reply.  
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Due to the pending motions, the CAD Order is not final and there presently is no 

Claim Amendment Deadline.  

The Liquidator’s motion papers, the objections, orders and further filings may be 

found on the Liquidation Clerk’s website, www.hicilclerk.org. 

6. Claim determinations, reports and settlements.  The process of determining 

proofs of claim continues.  Since the last Liquidator’s report, the Liquidator has issued 

partial or final notices of determination addressing 31 proofs of claim pursuant to the 

Restated and Revised Order Establishing Procedures Regarding Claims entered January 19, 

2005 (“Claims Procedures Order”).  As of March 1, 2021, for all priority classes, the 

following table outlines activity from inception of the Liquidation: 
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           12/01/15  12/05/16  12/01/17  12/1/18   12/1/19    12/1/20       3/1/21 

 

Proofs of Claim  

Filed:    20,704.   20,733     20,768      20,775    20,802      20,834      20,841 

POCs Resolved 

 (Court App’d) 1&
2:   17,494    18,337     18,839     19,570    19,749        20,010      20,046 

Total $ Court App’d 

 Determinations:         $2.43b.  $2.73b      $2.8 b      $3.0 b    $3.1b3 $3.2b          3.3b 

Total $ Class II 

 Court App’d Det:      $2.13b    $2.41b    $2.49b     $2.6 b   $2.73b3 $2.9 b             2.9b 

Total Remaining 

 Open POCs 4              3,210      2,396     1,929       1,242      1,053              824             795 

 

 

Breakdown of Open POC Count4 

              12/01/15   12/05/16   12/01/17  12/01/18   12/1/19   12/1/20   03/1/21 
 

i.  Insureds5 and Claimants  2,861   2,097     1,668          979        792         593        562 

ii. Contribution Claims             40        43            6            12           136                 4            6 

iii Guaranty Associations         60        60           60           60          59       59          59 

iv. Insurer                         232      189         186         182         180         160       160 

v. Government/other          17               7             97            9             9             8          8 

  Total          3,210         2,396     1,929       1,242      1,053         824       795 

The Liquidator continues to file reports of claims and recommendations when a 

sufficient number of claim determinations have passed the 60-day period for objections 

                                                 
1  POC counts include single POCs that may encompass multiple underlying claims and multiple POCs that 

may concern single underlying claims.  Multiple determinations may be issued for individual POCs. 

2  The number of POCs resolved includes POCs determined and approved by the Court as Class V 

determinations that are deferred as to amount. The number of deferred Class V determinations can change if a 

final determination as to amount is issued. 

3  The allowance total was adjusted to reflect credits for offsets. 

4  The number of open POCs excludes 304 POCs at 3/1/21 determined and approved by the Court as Class V 

determinations that are deferred as to amount.  POCs with a filed Request for Review are considered open 

until the RFRs are resolved. 

5  As of 3/1/21, the number of insureds with open POCs totaled 191.  All entities falling within the coverage 

of the policy including the named insured, additional named insured and their successors are counted as one 

insured if they filed a consolidated POC or POCs. Where the insured, the additional named insured and/or the 

successors filed separate POCs, each of the entities is counted separately. 
6 The number of open contribution POCs increased due to issuance of NODs on POCs that had not been 

counted as open in light of previous court-approved final determinations as to priority only. 

7  In a review of open POCs, two were moved from another category to this category. 
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under RSA 402-C:41, I.  Since December 14, 2020, the Liquidator has submitted two 

reports of claims and recommendations to the Court reflecting a total of approximately 

$15 million in determinations for all classifications.  In addition, the Liquidator has 

submitted two motions for approval of Class II settlement agreements reflecting total 

allowances of $5,700,000.  

7. Late-filed claims.  The Order of Liquidation established June 13, 2004 as 

the deadline for filing claims in Home’s liquidation proceeding.  Pursuant to the Act, 

claims filed after the claim filing deadline are allowed to participate in distributions of the 

estate provided the late filing of the claim is “excused” for good cause shown.  See RSA 

402-C:37, II.  The Act provides a non-exclusive list of five examples of “good cause” for  

late filing to be excused, including that the “existence of a claim was not known to the 

claimant and that he filed within 30 days after he learned of it.”  Id.  “Unexcused” late filed 

claims are not permitted to receive the first distribution from the estate, but may receive 

subsequent distributions.  RSA 402-C:37, III.  (In both cases, payment is permitted only if 

it will not “prejudice the orderly administration of the liquidation.”  RSA 402-C:37, II, III.) 

All proofs of claim received by the Liquidator are reviewed to determine whether 

the claim is timely filed or, if late, whether the late filing of the claim is to be “excused.”  

Claimants with late filed claims which are found to be “unexcused” are informed of that 

determination and that they will not receive the first distribution in the Liquidator’s notice 

of claim determination.  

8. Requests for review and objections.  A notice of determination is sent to a 

claimant when the Liquidator determines a claim.  Each notice of determination includes 

instructions on how to dispute the determination under the New Hampshire statutes and the 

Claim Procedures Order.  Since inception, 1,014 claimants have filed requests for review; 
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936 of these have been sent notices of redetermination or have withdrawn the request for 

review.  Claimants have filed 61 objections with the Court to commence disputed claim 

proceedings.  As of March 1, 2021, there is one disputed claim proceeding before the 

Referee which is presently inactive.  The Claims Procedures Order provides for review of 

the Referee’s reports by motion to recommit.    

9. Financial reports.  The unaudited December 31, 2020 financial statements 

are attached as Exhibit A to this report.  The December 31, 2020 statements reflect 

$788,139,485 in net assets under the Liquidator’s direct control and $32,854,335 in 

reinsurance collections, net investment income, and other receipts, and $14,156,566  in 

operating disbursements from January 1 through December 31, 2020. 

10. 2020 Budget.  A comparison of the actual and budgeted general and 

administrative expenses of the Home liquidation, on an incurred basis, through 

December 31, 2020 is attached as Exhibit B.  As of December 31, 2020, actual expenses 

were below budget by $1,502,324 or 11.3% with favorable variances in most categories.  

Below is a comparison of the annual budgeted and actual operating expenses (in millions) 

beginning January 1, 2004: 
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    Year  Budget  Actual 

    2004  $33.8  $26.9 

    2005  $26.8  $26.2 

    2006     $25.6  $23.5 

    2007     $22.8  $21.5 

    2008  $21.4  $20.6  

    2009  $20.6  $20.0 

    2010  $19.9  $20.3  

    2011     $18.9  $18.2 

    2012     $18.6  $18.2 

    2013  $18.4  $17.7    

    2014  $17.6  $17.0 

    2015  $17.2  $16.2 

    2016  $15.7  $14.6     

    2017  $14.5  $13.7 

    2018  $14.0  $12.8 

    2019  $13.5  $12.7 

    2020  $13.2.              $11.7 

    2021  $12.4 

 

The Liquidator filed a copy of the 2020 Budget on November 14, 2019 as Exhibit 7 to the 

Liquidator’s Filing Regarding Status Report.  Additionally, the Liquidator filed a copy of 

the 2021 Budget on November 20, 2020 as Exhibit 6 to the Liquidator’s Filing Regarding 

Status Report.  As of March 1, 2021, the liquidation staff is 31 in number, which includes 

three part time employees. In addition, there are five Information Technology consultants, 

and other consultants who periodically work for the estate.  

11. Investment update.  The Liquidator invests Home’s assets in accordance 

with the Fourth Revised Investment Guidelines approved December 10, 2012.  A summary 

of Home’s holdings of bonds and short-term investments as of December 31, 2020 is 

attached as Exhibit C, and a report listing the individual holdings of Home as of that date is 

attached as Exhibit D (the groupings on Exhibit C differ from those on Exhibit D).  The 

book value of Home’s bonds and short-term investments managed by Conning Asset 

Management (“Conning”) at December 31, 2020, was approximately $764.1 million 

compared to their market value of $788.8 million.  This represented an unrealized gain 
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(market value above book value) of approximately $21.7 million.  Short-term holdings in 

the Conning-managed portfolio at December 31, 2020 were $64.6 million at market value.  

The portfolio earned approximately $18.2 million in net investment income through the 

fourth quarter of 2020 and is expected to earn approximately $13.8 million in 2021 based 

on holdings at December 31, 2020.  

The average credit rating for the Conning-managed portfolio holdings is Aa3 by 

Moody’s and AA-by S&P.  The Liquidator continues to maintain, outside of Conning’s 

control, investments in US Treasury securities.  As of December 31, 2020, such 

investments for Home had a market value of approximately $9.9 million. These assets, 

along with sweep bank accounts, will be used to fund operating requirements.   

As of March 1, 2021, the Conning-managed portfolio had an unrealized gain of 

$19.4 million, a $2.3 million decrease in the unrealized gain from December 31, 2020 

caused by minor market fluctuations. Bond yields remain low due to concerns about 

economic growth, the impact of the coronavirus outbreak, and the Federal Reserve’s 

decision to continue holding interest rates to near zero. A market value sensitivity analysis 

performed by Conning indicated that market values of the portfolio could potentially 

fluctuate $12 million downwards and $12 million upwards if interest rates increased or 

decreased 100 basis points, respectively, based on the portfolio values as of December 31, 

2020.  Consistent with the investment guidelines, the Liquidator and Conning continue to 

focus on (a) preservation of capital on investments, (b) maintaining a high quality portfolio, 

and (c) consistent with objectives (a) and (b), maximizing current income.  As of March 1, 

2020, the Liquidator and Conning believe that all securities in the portfolio will pay full 

amounts of principal in spite of fluctuating market values.  
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12. Early access distributions to guaranty associations.  The Liquidator made 

early access distributions to a total of 55 insurance guaranty associations from 2005 

through 2016.  The Liquidator makes an early access distribution only after obtaining 

approval from the Court and “claw back” agreements with the guaranty associations 

requiring the return of any amounts advanced that are necessary to make distributions to 

creditors whose claims fall in the same or a higher priority class.  See RSA 402-C:29, III.   

Early access distributions are generally subject to deductions for deposits, 

deductible reimbursements, recoveries from guaranty association statutory net worth 

insureds, amounts ascribed Class I and Class V priority, questioned claim items, and an 

early access distribution cap of 40% of the association’s paid loss and expense and case 

reserves.  Given the large number of guaranty associations affected by the cap and the 

decreasing association claim volume over the last few years, the tenth and eleventh early 

access distributions also reflected an additional cap of 75% of the association’s cumulative 

paid claims in accordance with the Court’s approval orders.  The eleventh early access 

distribution also applied a $25,000 minimum payment threshold.  A net total of 

$256 million has been paid to guaranty associations in early access through December 31, 

2020.  

13. Interim Distributions.  By Order dated March 13, 2012 (as amended July 2, 

2012), the Court approved the first interim distribution of 15% to claimants with allowed 

Class II claims.  The interim distribution was subject to receipt of a waiver of federal 

priority claims from the United States Department of Justice (“US DOJ”), which was 

received on November 5, 2014.  By Order dated November 16, 2015 (as amended March 7, 

2016), the Court approved the second interim distribution of 10% to claimants with 

allowed Class II claims (for a cumulative interim distribution percentage of 25%).  The 
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second interim distribution was also subject to receipt of a waiver of federal priority claims 

from the US DOJ, which was received on July 18, 2016. 

The Liquidator paid first interim distributions totaling $258.3 million to creditors 

with allowed Class II claims on December 5, 2014 and thereafter through July 31, 2016.  In 

August 2016, the Liquidator paid second interim distributions totaling $183.3 million to 

creditors with allowed Class II claims.  It also included 25% first and second distribution 

amounts for those recent Class II claimant-creditors who had not previously received the 

first interim distribution.   

By Order dated October 18, 2018, the Court approved the third interim distribution 

of 5% to claimants with allowed Class II claims (for a cumulative interim distribution 

percentage of 30%).  The third interim distribution was also subject to receipt of a waiver 

of federal priority claims from the US DOJ.  The Liquidator entered a Release Agreement 

with the United States in conjunction with a Settlement Agreement between the Federal 

Claimants and the Liquidator.  The two agreements were subject to Court approval, which 

was given by Order dated March 26, 2019, and other conditions which were satisfied on 

April 10, 2019, thereby making the Settlement Agreement and the Release Agreement 

effective.  The Release Agreement provided the necessary waiver of federal priority claims 

allowing the third interim distribution to proceed.   

In April 2019, the Liquidator paid the third interim distribution totaling 

$119 million to creditors with allowed Class II claims.  This included the 30% distribution 

in the amount of $8,113,243.80 on allowed United States claims which was paid to the 

United States on April 10, 2019 in accordance with the terms of the Settlement Agreement.  

It also included 30% distribution amounts for other recent Class II claimant-creditors who 

had not previously received the first and second interim distributions.  As part of the 
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interim distribution process, the Liquidator periodically issues distribution checks to 

claimants with newly allowed Class II claims after each December 31 and June 30 as 

provided in the interim distribution approval orders.  

The net cumulative interim distributions to non-guaranty association Class II 

creditors total $667.117 million through March 1, 2021 (excluding distribution checks 

outstanding of $0.282 million).  This total does not include the amounts of prior early 

access distributions to guaranty associations that are deemed interim distributions no longer 

subject to claw back pursuant to the interim distribution approval orders (which are 

included in the early access total in section 12).  Certain guaranty associations have had 

claims satisfied from special deposits and, accordingly, have not received interim 

distributions from the Home estate.  

14. Milliman reserve study.  The Liquidator engaged the actuarial firm 

Milliman, Inc. to estimate Home’s unpaid direct liabilities as of December 31, 2010, 

December 31, 2012, and December 31, 2014.  Milliman’s report concerning unpaid loss 

and allocated loss adjustment expense (“ALAE”) as of December 31, 2010, was used in the 

Liquidator’s Motion for Approval of Interim Distribution to Claimants with Allowed 

Class II Claims filed February 13, 2012, and the executive summary was included in the 

motion papers.  A copy of the executive summary of the Milliman report concerning 

unpaid loss and ALAE as of December 31, 2012 was attached as an exhibit to the 

Liquidator’s Fifty-First Report.  A copy of the executive summary of the Milliman report 

dated September 18, 2015 concerning unpaid loss and ALAE as of December 31, 2014 was 

attached as an exhibit to the Liquidator’s Fifty-Seventh report. 

Milliman’s actuarial central estimate of ultimate Class II unpaid loss and ALAE as 

of December 31, 2010 was $4.112 billion, and the estimate at the 95% confidence level 
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was $6.584 billion.  Milliman’s actuarial central estimate of ultimate Class II unpaid loss 

and ALAE as of December 31, 2012 was $4.372 billion, and the estimate at the 95% 

confidence level was $6.602 billion. Milliman’s actuarial central estimate of ultimate 

Class II unpaid loss and ALAE as of December 31, 2014 was $4.034 billion, and the 

estimate at the 95% and 90% confidence levels was $5.406 billion and $4.970 billion 

respectively. 

15. Multiple claims.  RSA 402-C:40, IV provides that in the event several 

claims founded on one policy are filed, and the aggregate allowed amount of all claims to 

which the same limit of liability in the policy is applicable exceeds that limit, then each 

claim as allowed shall be reduced in the same proportion so that the total equals the policy 

limit.  This presents a potential risk for allowed claims under such policies in the event that 

other claims subject to the same policy limit are allowed, as the allowances subject to the 

same limit would need to be reduced on a pro rata basis to adjust the total of such 

allowances to the applicable policy limit.  Distributions will be based on the reduced 

allowances.  The Liquidator will be unable to finally determine the extent to which a claim 

allowance may be subject to proration until all claims against the policy have been 

determined.  The Liquidator is tracking claims against policies and will further address this 

issue, if warranted, in any future application to increase the interim distribution percentage.  

If at the time of a distribution there are allowed claims subject to the same limit that are 

required to be reduced pursuant to RSA 402-C:40, IV, the Liquidator will make the 

reductions and advise the claimants of the reasons for them. 

16. Reinsurance.  The collection of reinsurance is the principal remaining asset-

marshaling task of the Liquidator.  The Liquidator has billed and collected reinsurance 
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throughout the liquidation, and he has entered into commutations with many reinsurers of 

Home to resolve relationships with those reinsurers for agreed payments.   

The Liquidator reports, in accordance with the Court’s December 23, 2004 order, 

that there were no commutations since the last report, on December 14, 2020.  

17. Distributions to Class I Creditors.  In his reports and recommendations 

regarding claims, the Liquidator has recommended that the Court approve certain claims by 

guaranty associations for expenses which are Class I claims under RSA 402-C:44 pursuant 

to RSA 404-B:11, II, certain other Class I claims, and the 10% part of allowed guaranty 

fund defense expense payments assigned to Class I under the Settlement Agreement with 

56 guaranty associations approved on July 15, 2013.  The Court has approved the claim 

reports, and the Liquidator accordingly has at various times made distributions to the 

Class I creditors.  Most recently, a Class I distribution totaling $12.9 million was issued to 

guaranty associations in October 2020, which brought total Class I distributions to 

$107.6 million (after deduction of setoffs).  

18. Asset dispositions (including compromises) and assumptions of obligations.  

In accordance with paragraph 5 of the Order Establishing Procedures for Review of Certain 

Agreements to Assume Obligations or Dispose of Assets entered April 29, 2004, and 

paragraph 5 of the Liquidator’s Eleventh Report, the Liquidator usually submits a 

confidential schedule of asset dispositions (including compromises) and obligation 

assumptions since the last report which is filed under seal as an appendix to this report.  

There are no such matters to report, so no confidential appendix accompanies this report.   

19. New York Office Surrender of Space; Manchester Office Lease 

Termination.  Pursuant to the terms of the Lease Agreement for office space located at 61 

Broadway in New York City, the Liquidator had a unilateral contraction option to 
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surrender 7,500 square feet or approximately one-third of the Premises effective as of 

January 1, 2018.  The Liquidator exercised the option and vacated the space on 

December 31, 2017.  The Lease Agreement also provides the Liquidator with a second 

unilateral contraction option for approximately half of the remaining space which option 

the Liquidator exercised pursuant to an amendment to the Lease Agreement dated 

January 11, 2021.  The amendment serves to revise the terms of the contraction option 

and provides for (i) the surrender of a 5,492 rentable square foot portion of the Premises 

effective October 31, 2021; (ii) the surrender of a 1,812 rentable square foot portion of the 

Premises at October 31, 2022 or, upon written notice not later than April 30, 2022, at 

October 31, 2023, at the option of the Liquidator; and (iii)  the retention of a 196 rentable 

square foot portion of the space otherwise to be surrendered  until the expiration of the 

Lease Agreement which by its terms expires on January 31, 2026. The Lease Agreement 

also provides the Liquidator with an option to extend the term of the Lease until 

January 31, 2031 to be effective upon twelve months prior written notice.  The Manchester, 

New Hampshire office has been relocated to new quarters in Bedford, New Hampshire 

which space has been let on a month-to-month basis. 

20. Mailing Address Change:  In view of the relocation of Home’s Manchester 

office to Bedford, and as reflected on the liquidation’s website (www.hicilclerk.org), the 

mailing address for all Proofs of Claim has been changed to the following:  

The Home Insurance Company in Liquidation 

61 Broadway, 6th Floor 

New York, New York 10006 

 

21. Document Storage.  The  contract with Iron Mountain regarding storage of 

Home’s records housed at Iron Mountain facilities as approved by the Court on 

November 2, 2016 extends until November 30, 2021, and provides for a further five year 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on March 16, 2021, a copy of the Liquidator’s Eightieth Report 

was served upon the persons named on the attached Service List, by first class mail, 

postage prepaid. 

 

/s/ Eric A. Smith                    

       Eric A. Smith 

       NH Bar ID No. 16952  

 

 

Exhibits:  

 

A – Unaudited Financial Statement as of 12/31/20 

B – Comparison of actual and budgeted general and administrative expenses through   

       12/31/20   

C – Holdings of bonds and short-term investments as of 12/31/20  

D – Individual holdings report as of 12/31/20  
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The Home Insurance Company in Liquidation
G&A Expenses (Actual vs Budget)
December 31, 2020

Actual Budget Variance

General & Administrative Expense 2020 2020 2020
Salary and Benefits 7,142,356 7,364,604 (222,247)
Travel 18,370 36,149 (17,779)
Rent  1,060,012 1,170,469 (110,456)
Equipment                                                                   224,370 201,800 22,570
Printing and Stationery 15,151 36,650 (21,499)
Postage 5,145 12,204 (7,059)
Telephone 109,475 93,200 16,275
Outside Services, including Special Deputy 2,346,509 2,680,710 (334,201)
Legal and Auditing 607,548 1,305,000 (697,452)
Bank Fees 155,851 159,000 (3,149)
Corporate Insurance 48,737         77,000        (28,263)
Miscellaneous Income/Expenses  938 100,000 (99,062)

 Total Expenses Incurred 11,734,462 13,236,786 (1,502,324)

YTD
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The Home Insurance Company in Liquidation
Portfolio Summary Report- Bonds and Short Term Investments

Securities Held as of December 31, 2020
(000's)

Conning Managed: Average Earned
Book Market Unrealized Eff Mat Book Credit Income

% of BV Value Value Gain (Loss) (Years) Yield Quality 12/31/20
Fixed Income

8.5% Short Term 64,585 64,591 6                   0.65 0.10 Aaa 264            
4.0% Agency 30,686 31,711 1,024            2.31 1.93 Aa1 790            
1.3% Government 9,926 10,469 543               2.89 2.41 Aaa 791            
62.3% Corporate 475,991 490,703 14,712          1.87 2.24 A2 11,990       
9.6% Mortgage Backed 73,311 77,048 3,738            2.87 2.45 Aaa 2,128         
13.9% Asset Backed 106,083 107,381 1,297            1.12 1.85 Aaa 2,089         
0.5% CMBS 3,468 3,864 395               4.80         2.76 Aaa 98              

100.0%         Total 764,050 785,766 21,716          1.81 2.02 Aa3 18,150       

Other investments- Home Insurance
100% US Treasury Bills and Notes 9,891 9,891 -                0.21         0.07 Aaa 96

Total Home Insurance (1) 773,941        795,657       21,716          1.79 1.99 Aa3 18,246       (2)  

(1) Investment balances do not include cash amounts invested in sweep accounts of Citizens Bank and   
      investments in common stocks and limited partnerships.
(2) On an annualized basis, the total estimated income generated by the portfolio, calculated based on holdings as of December 31, 2020, 
      would be $13.8 million over the next 12 months.
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